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ABSTRACT

Social media networks plays a dominant role in many aspects of our modern lives. The advent of social media has bolstered cryptocurrency in a unique way. The rate at which social media is growing is tremendous; trust and goodwill are the basis of social networking. Global companies have identified social media marketing as a potential marketing platform, utilizing them with innovations to power their products. Cryptocurrency is seen in a big way in the social media. The value of bitcoin lies as much in the idea behind it as the technology that makes it work. A lot of Bitcoin’s value derives from how we envision it within the depths of the internet. The various social media like the Facebook, twitter, internet relay chat, WhatsApp, slack and instagram have helped people to get more awareness on cryptocurrency. This paper discusses about the role and impact of social media on cryptocurrency with special reference to bitcoins and other aspects of bitcoins like the challenges, growth and benefits, and how it bolsters the growth of bitcoins in Indian scenario.
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Introduction & Meaning of Bitcoins

Introduction of the internet has completely changed the way real economy works. One of the fascinating phenomena of the internet era is an emergence of digital currencies such as bitcoin, Litecoin, Namecoin, Ripple to name a few are the most popular ones. A digital currency can be defined as an alternative currency which is exclusively electronic and thus has no physical form. It is not issued by any specific central bank or government of a specific country and it is practically detached from the real economy.

Bitcoin, first being introduced in 2008, is a peer-to-peer digital currency that trades on public exchanges and can be instantly transferred between any two people anywhere in the world with the
speed of an email and at far lower cost than for transactions processed through the traditional financial system (Forbes.com). Actual genesis of bitcoin was in the year 2009. Since 2009 the bitcoin has undergone significant changes marked with rapid growth and decline of its value, accompanied by public attention. Bitcoin does not use printed money. It is digital only. The currency is created on computers by a community of people across the globe. Anyone can join that network, or group, according to (Coindesk.com)

This network processes transactions made with the digital currency. Bitcoins are stored in a “digital wallet” over the Internet or on the user’s computer. There is not an unlimited amount of bitcoins. Nakamoto set up rules to limit the currency to 21 million bitcoins. At this point it might be sound to give a brief explanation on what traditionally is understood with peer-to-peer landing. As European Commission explains, peer-to-peer lending is a type of crowdfunding – the crowd lends money to a company with the prior understanding that the money will be repaid with interest. As a comparison a traditional borrowing from a bank can be given, except that peer-to-peer means borrowing from lots of investors (European Commission, 2015). investing in companies or projects is far not the prime trigger for the use of virtual currencies.

The bitcoin currency price in the year 2013 was $13 per bitcoin and it rocketed to $230 in the month of April potentially creating an absurd profit of 1700% in less than four months. Later the same year the price soared even higher to $395 on November.

The behavior of the bitcoins cannot be explained by any theories it is not affected by factors like GDP, interest rates, inflation, unemployment and others. As there are no macro economical factors guiding the pricing of bitcoins, the currency amount is fixed by publicly known algorithm, and the rate is driven by expected profits of holding the currency due to no interest rates of the digital currencies. The market is dominated by short term investors, trend chasers and speculators. The digital currency price is solely driven by the investors faith in the perpetual growth, the investors sentiment becomes a crucial variable.
The objectives of the study:

1. To have a deeper understanding about the genesis and functioning of bitcoins.
2. To scrutinize the design of bitcoin and its virtues and vices.
3. To know the role and impact of social media in sale of bitcoins.
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Digital currencies have emerged as a new fascinating phenomenon in the financial markets. Recent events on the most popular of the digital currencies – Bit Coin – have risen crucial questions about behavior of its exchange rates and they offer a field to study dynamics of the market which consists practically only of speculative traders with no fundamentalists as there is no fundamental value to the currency. In the paper, we connect two phenomena of the latest years – digital currencies, namely Bit Coin, and search queries on Google Trends and Wikipedia – and study their relationship. We show that not only are the search queries and the prices connected but there also exists a pronounced asymmetry between the effect of an increased interest in the currency while being above or below its trend value.

**Virtues of Bitcoin**

- Bitcoin is a distributed digital currency which has attracted a substantial number of users.
- Bitcoin has gained amazing popularity and much attention from the press.
- Decentralization and unregulated system were considered as its biggest advantage.
- Close to 30% of bitcoins are sold through social media and everyday new investors are added close to thousands in the social media.
- For a day close to two million to five million transactions take place each day in bitcoin.
- It is traded with real world currencies like euro, USD, GBP, HKD etc.
- Bitcoins will be a good option long lived stable currency.
- With bitcoins, there are no banks or fees.
- Users do not register with their real names. Merchandise can be bought without the user showing her or his identity.
- Bitcoins are not taxed or regulated anywhere in the world.
- Most of the companies have started accepting bitcoins, Amazon, Dell.
Vices of Bitcoin

- Lot of disbelief about the values going higher.
- No central authority to control the sale of bitcoins.
- Based on the facts of the essence of bitcoin and using technical analysis, it has been found that the value of bitcoin will decrease in future, therefore it does not represent a good investment opportunity.
- Cryptocurrencies fail due to the fact, that their value is not admitted in cross-country relations.
- Nevertheless, there is a feeling that cryptocurrencies are somewhat different from what is traditionally understood with peer-to-peer lending, as rather often
- It cannot enter into the foreign exchange market.
- There are a lot of them who are trying to hack bitcoins and many people literally lose their bitcoins by misplacing the code that proves ownership. (Bloomberg.com).
- While the lack of legislation and supervision plays good for possible money launderers, it doubles the possible negative influence by reducing any possible protection for the society.

Role of Social Media in Sale of Bitcoins:

- Social media has played a significant role in the sale of bitcoins. Facebook, twitter, WhatsApp and also search engines like Wikipedia have contributed to the growth of the bitcoins. Google trends and Wikipedia have proved to be useful source of information to the potential investors, The frequency of searches of terms related to the digital currency can be a good measure on interest on the currency and it has a good power to help people buy bitcoins.
- The number of investors has also increased due to the information on social media. There is a direct relationship on the users of social media and the investors investing in bitcoins.
- Bitcoin market is a 24/7 market and it is found that in a minute a total of 788 observations or searches happen in social media regarding bitcoins.
- The other networking sites are also promoting the bitcoins. WhatsApp is one which is closely associated in making people invest and buy bitcoins.
- There is a direct relationship on price of bitcoins and social media which in turns makes the price to go up. As the interest in the number of users in social media increases, the demand for bitcoins increases causing the price of the bitcoins also to increase. (In 1 BTC was Rs. 74,000 as of yesterday it is Rs. 4,31,550)
- Bitcoin is more often controlled by people on social media and social networking sites, and the users of bitcoins and social media them and are viewed as more democratic by their supporters.

Future of Bitcoins: It is interesting to know from the study and information from the social media and other networking sites that the future belongs to the virtual currency some of the reasons why bitcoins will be the future currency is that:
By 2018 Russia could accept Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies as legitimate payment method in the next year. By doing this they hope to advance in the fight against money laundering.

Denmark Announced that bitcoins are tax free.

Microsoft and Dell Accepts bitcoins for purchase of products.

Bitcoin ATM’s are functional in most of the countries abroad.

Many countries have included bitcoins as a currency or a commodity, countries like Israel, Norway and France have accepted bitcoins as commodity and other countries like currency.

Holding a bitcoin in India for more than 3 years it will be treated as Long term Capital Asset

To fall under the purview of IMF shortly and completely be regulated

Conclusion: The world may soon have an internationally accepted cryptocurrency issued by International Monetary Fund (IMF). IMF wishes to exercise its special rights (SDR) to replace existing reserve currencies with internationally accepted cryptocurrency.

IMF Chief, Christine Lagarde has recently encouraged banks and financial institutions to study blockchain technology. She also commented that the digital money could gain popularity as users prefer blockchain based payments systems. Some of the growing economies are increasingly using block chain technology for cross border transactions circumventing banks and other financial institutions.
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